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SUMMARY 
In order to overcome the limitation of the traditional adaptive Unscented Kalman Filtering (UKF) 
algorithm in noise covariance estimation for state and measurement, we propose a hybrid 
adaptive UKF algorithm based on combining Maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion and 
Maximum likelihood (ML) criterion, in this paper. First, to prevent the actual noise covariance 
deviating from the true value which can lead to the state estimation error and arouse the filtering 
divergence, a real-time covariance matrices estimation algorithm based on hybrid MAP and ML is 
proposed for obtaining the statement and measurement noises covariance, respectively; and then, 
a balance equation the two kinds of covariance matrix is structured in this proposed to minimize 
the statement estimation error. Compared with the UKF based MAP and based ML, the proposed 
algorithm provides better convergence and stability. 
KEY WORDS: hybrid adaptive; unscented Kalman filtering; maximum a posteriori; maximum 
likelihood criterion. 
1. INTRODUCTION In the state estimation techniques for linear stochastic systems, the Kalman filter has received many attention industrial areas widely and achieved some progress [1]. However, in real application, it is difficult to obtain exact unknown noise statistics information which may induce large state estimation errors and filter divergence. To make up for this defect, a number of modified filter methods have been published to weaken the impact of uncertainly noise information, and so the adaptation of noise covariance matrices has become a important direction for developing stability and convergence Kalman fiter [2]. Kinds of extend Kalman filter (EKF) have been proposed for solving the nonlinear problem in stochastic systems. EKF is the first extend of the KF in historically, which approximates the state parameter for nonlinear system by its first order linearization [3-4]. Although it is simple and easy to use for nonlinear state estimation, but its prominent defects, the non-Gaussian of nonlinear system state distributions, have not been taken into count and the deviation of estimation mean and covariance for state parameter have been shamefully neglected. Moreover, as the sample number growing the estimation errors resulting by the linearization of Kalman filter can accumulate [5-6]. In order to reduce the constraints of the first-order 
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Taylor expansion of EKF naturally, as reported in [7-8], a novel adaptive robust filter method which can approximate a probability distribution than to approximate an arbitrary nonlinear transformation, named unscented Kalman filter (UKF), has been proposed for state estimation of nonlinear stochastic systems. The natural advantage of UKF is the third-order Taylor expansion approximate used to obtain the conditional mean and variance for Gaussian noises accurately, which does not rely on any linearization processing for state predictions and covariance. Consequently, compared with the robust EKF, the UKF has been used in numerous industrial applications, such as state estimation and remaining useful life predict for rotary machines [9-11], battery health management [12-13], target tracking and satellite-aided navigation [14-15], among others. However, in real industrial application, the unknown process noise is frequency encountered, and the accumulated state estimation errors, in the case of the process noise covariance is not obtained accurately, become more and more serious. To overcome these unfavorable factors, many researchers have paid their attentions to two important directions to improve the stability and convergence of UKF, and some works have published in the two mainly purposes, the one is how to improve the matching degree of noise distribution obtained by UKF and from a real stochastic system; the other is how to adjust the estimation window for the UKF which the covariance matrix of uncertainly noise is estimated at the present time. To solve the problem that the inaccuracy and divergence of UKF when the prior noise statistic is unknown, an adaptive UKF algorithm based on maximizing a posterior estimation and exponential weighting was proposed by authors [16]. In order to solve the state estimation problem of nonlinear systems without knowing prior noise statistical characteristics, an adaptive UKF based on the maximum likelihood principle and expectation maximization algorithm was proposed [17]. Deng.et al in [18] proposed an adaptive unscented Kalman filter (AUKF) to estimate the time-varying parameters and states of a kind of nonlinear high-speed objects, which a strong tracking filter and wavelet transform were employed to improve the robustness of unscented Kalman filter (UKF) under the process noise is inaccuracy, and the estimate accuracy by the variance of measurement noise, respectively. In [19], an adaptive unscented Kalman filter algorithm with dynamic thresholds of covariance used to update measurement noise covariance matrix real-time was developed for satellite fault detection and diagnosis by the authors. As reported in [20], an adaptive unscented Kalman filter method with using adaptive error covariance matching technology to improve the state estimation accuracy was employed to estimate the battery energy and power capability by authors. A robust Masreliez-Martin UKF which can provide reliable state estimates in the presence of both unknown process noise and measurement noise covariance matrices was presented [21]. In the estimation process, an adaptive adjustment of the noise covariance using covariance matching in the UKF was implemented by authors [12], which was used to get a more accurate and robust state of charge estimation. Meanwhile, Estimation window, is one of the important factor which can make the stability and accuracy of UKF be effected, has been concerned by the academic community, recently [22-23]. These windowing approaches were adopted to estimate the unknown noise covariance matrix based on a set of innovation sequences in the window, instead of predicting the noise covariance matrix by the historical innovation sequences. From the review of the related work mentioned above, it can be found that, though there are some reports focusing on robust of adaptive UKF method or windowing approaches adopted to estimate the unknown noise covariance matrix, separately, few works concentrate on the adjustment of matching degree between noise estimation covariance obtained by UKF and the 
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truth value from real stochastic system, adaptively. As stated before, a hybrid adaptive method helps to make the unknown noise estimation covariance computed by UKF match the truth value of real stochastic system as much as possible. The hybrid adaptive UKF method based on MAP and ML criterion for nonlinear stochastic system state estimation contributes to improve the stability and convergence of state estimation based on UKF. Accordingly, in this paper, there are three major contributions. First, we propose a hybrid adaptive UKF method for uncertainly noise covariance estimation of a nonlinear stochastic system, and utilize the MAP method to obtain a suboptimal and unbiased estimation for slacking down the impact of the mendacious and deviation for state estimation. Second the maximum likelihood principle is used to obtain unknown noise estimation covariance for real nonlinear stochastic system, no matter the MAP method and ML method, there lies deviation of estimation covariance and truth value. Last, the unknown noise covariance is estimated by the two algorithms (MAP and ML), respectively, and then the two covariance are performed the expectation of their sum, which looked as the new unknown noise estimation covariance, and the new stability discriminator rule of UKF algorithm is employed. 
2. UNSCENTED KALMAN FILTER Given a nonlinear stochastic system which described as follows [24]: 
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⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= =⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦  (3) All the UKF variants, as in the EKF, keep the structure of the Kalman filter for linear system. There are two steps for compute the UKF, which including one prediction (or a priori estimation) and one correction (or update) likes KF. A) Predict: Given a set of 2n 1+  sigma points which derived from estimated state, described as blows: 
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where k 1|k 1 i( (n λ )P )− −+  is the i th row/column of the matrix square root of k 1|k 1( n λ )P − −+  for the k th time step. Then the predicted sigma points propagated through the transition function f ( )i , and the prior of these predicted sigma points namely mean, and covariance are computed by: 
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Scaling factor λ  is defined as: 
 2λ α ( n κ ) n= + −  (7) where α  and κ  were the scaling factor used to control the spread of the sigma points, β  describes the related distribution of kx . B) Update: As well as in the predict step above, given a set of 2n 1+  sigma points, which used to compute the filtered mean and covariance: 
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And then, the observation function was used to project these sigma points, which given as follows: 
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= − −∑  (12) Equation (11) and Eq. (12) were used to compute the gain of UKF, described as follows: 
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And then, the updated state and updated covariance can be computed with these formulate described as: 
 k|k k |k 1 k k kˆ ˆ ˆx x G ( y y )−= + −  (14) 
 Tk|k k|k 1 k zz kP P G P G−= −  (15) 
3. ADAPTIVE UKF In this section, a hybrid adaptive UKF will be introduced, which incorporates the UKF based on MAP and the UKF based on ML, respectively. Following, we will introduce the UKF based on MAP, the UKF based on ML criterion and hybrid adaptive UKF, respectively. 
3.1. MAP CRITERION There are two mainly factors which can lead to the filter divergence, one is the unreasonable model for a stochastic system, and the other one is inaccurate noise statistical characteristics, which have attracted many attentions in how to solve two problems adaptive. MAP, a classical adaptive statistical method, employed to develop a suboptimal noise estimator by Sage and Husa in 1960s [25]. The estimators kQ̂  and kR̂  based MAP for Q  and R  at the k  step will be obtained such as to maximum the a-posteriori density function, which described as: 
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=  (16) Because of y( k )  is independent of the parameters x( k ), Q , R . Furthermore, the state parameter and the covariance of measurement noise are assumed to be independent mutually, so that, the estimator based on MAP may be obtained by maximization the unconditional density function, and then the Eq. (16) rewritten as follows: 
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where n  and m  are the dimensions of state parameter and measurement parameter, respectively. And then, combining the density function given in Eq. (17), Eq. (18) and Eq. (19), under the maximization of J( k ) , the kQ̂  and kR̂  given as: 
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 (25) where kε  is the residual of measurement parameter, which can be computed by 


















=∑ . Real time estimation and correction for the unknown time-varying noise statistics carried out with the noise statistics estimator, which may overcome the shortcomings of the traditional UKF in the noise statistics of unknown time-varying filter. However, once the amplitude of real time estimation and correction was not controlled well, which may result in deviation of noise estimation and its theoretical value. In order to make up for this defects, the ML principle and EM criterion were used to employ an adaptive UKF Algorithm [17]. 
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3.2. ML CRITERION ML criterion, a classical parameter estimation tool, is used for state parameter estimation widely. The estimation based on ML criterion of state noise covariance Q  and measurement noise covariance R  was turned into a new measurement residual covariance 
kεP  and an adaptive adjustment parameter kα  problem. Assuming that the new measurement residual covariance 
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3.3 HYBRID ADAPTIVE UKF With the prior statistical characteristics of the noise were unknown, the estimation covariance of the noise may be deviate from the real value that leads to the increase of the state estimation error, which is the fundamental reason resulting in divergence of the filtering. UKF method uses the Kalman filtering framework. However, Kalman filtering is a growth of 
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− < ∆∑  (36) where ζ∆  is a pre-given very small positive integer. And then, the whole algorithm of this proposed is introduced detailed as below. 
Algorithm of this proposed 
Step1: Equation (4) to Eq. (15) used to calculate the convention UKF method; 
Step2: Equation (22) and Eq. (23) employed to obtain the state noise mean and measurement noise mean, respectively; 
Step3: Equation (25) and Eq. (24) used to compute the state noise covariance MAPkQ̂  and measure covariance MAPkR̂ , Eq. (32) and Eq. (31) are used for getting the state noise covariance 
ML
kQ̂  and measure covariance MLkR̂ ; 
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Step4: Equation (33) and Eq. (34)，are used to compute the state noise covariance NewkQ̂  and measure covariance NewkR̂ , at the same time, the Eq. (35) and Eq. (36) employed to judge the stability of the filter, if the filter is not convergence then go to Step2; 
Step5: Finally, the estimation results from Step2, Step3 and Step4 are sent to the Step1 for obtaining the corresponding UKF. 
4. SIMULATION AND CASE STUDY In this section, we provide a practical case study to compare the performance with the method presented in [16-17]. Subsequently, the results from simulation are analysed. A strongly nonlinear Gaussian system model, which described as follows, employed to verify the effectiveness of this proposed method: 
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where k 1q −  and kr  are the white Gaussian noise, and the statistical properties of constant values defined as follows: 
 
q 1.2, r 1.0























In order to compare the performance of all kinds of UKF conveniently, the method introduced in [16] named Lin’s UKF and the method reported in[17] described as Wang’s UKF, respectively. And then, the state noise estimation covariance Q̂  can be obtained by using these methods mentioned afore, the results of each method used to get the state noise estimation covariance given as following Figure s detailed. 
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Fig. 1  State estimation covariance of Lin's UKF 
 
Fig. 2  State estimation covariance of our UKF 
 
 
Fig. 3  State estimation covariance of Wang’s UKF Illustrated in Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3, the convergence speed of the state noise estimation covariance of Lin’s UKF is slower than that of the other, which has a defect is when 
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The simulation results illustrate as Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6. 
 
Fig. 4  Measurement noise covariance of Lin’s UKF 
 
Fig. 5  Measurement noise covariance of our UKF 
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Fig. 6  Measurement noise covariance of Wang’s UKF Illustrated in Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6, at initial phase, due to lack of prior knowledge and the fading factor adjusting, the measurement noise covariance estimated by Lin’s UKF has large fluctuations, and then it can convergence to the theoretical value. Described as Figure 6, in the initial phase, the estimation of measurement noise covariance has smaller fluctuations than that of the other’s. As the filter deepen, estimation of measurement noise covariance can convergence to the theoretical value accurately. Owing to in the filter process, our UKF makes good useful of the advantages of the Lin’s UKF and Wang’s UKF which the mean of measurement noise covariance from Lin’s UKF and Wang’s UKF used to a new UKF iteration. 
 
Fig. 7  Performance of Lin’s UKF 
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Fig. 8  Performance of our UKF 
 
Fig. 9  Performance of Wang’s UKF From the Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9, it is very obviously to know that the performance of our UKF is better than the other two methods. In all the filter process, the state of nonlinear system, which can approximation to theoretical value. 
5. CONCLUSIONS From the study of the adaptive unscented Kalman filter, it is very important to do best on improving the estimation covariance of state noise and measurement noise precision. In this paper, we introduce a hybrid adaptive UKF method for nonlinear system state estimation, where the UKF based MAP and ML used to compute the estimation covariance of state noise and measurement noise, respectively, while the hybrid adaptive UKF makes the estimation covariance of state noise and measurement noise of the innovation as small as possible. The basic idea behind our UKF method is to build an balance operation to obtain a closer optimum estimation. And then employ the convergence strategy, to accomplish the filter stability decide. Convergence analysis shows that the proposed method is better than the Lin’s and Wang’s method, respectively. 
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